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PUBLIC CLOUD SECURITY HEALTH ASSESSMENT – AWS

Ensuring your AWS environment is secure 
and running efficiently by identifying 
potential security risks and cost savings. 

PUBLIC CLOUD 
SECURITY 
HEALTH 
ASSESSMENT – 
AWS

HOW DOES THE SERVICE WORK?

BENEFITS TO YOU

Technical consultants armed with industry-leading tools work to uncover hidden areas of risk, assessing your AWS 
environment to understand your concerns and pain points. We evaluate key areas of your environment to identify 
potential improvements and then focus on how to resolve them. This ensures that your workloads are aligned with the 
AWS Well-Architected Framework best practice for cloud. This deep dive workshop offers detailed recommendations 
and suggested actions to remedy these challenges, offering cost savings and a robust security stance.

People
Keeping your cloud environment 
efficient and secure can take a toll on 
your business workloads. Our 
technical experts will work with you 
to understand how your IT team 
manages your AWS environment and 
make recommendations on where 
you can increase productivity and 
streamline processes.

Platforms
Our AWS experts will work with you 
and make recommendations to 
ensure your business has minimum 
disruption to your user’s environment 
and a more resilient and secure IT 
infrastructure.

Commercial
A poorly configured cloud can lead 
to unprecedented costs and security 
risks. We take the strain out of the 
process with technical skill and 
experience to pinpoint potential cost 
savings. Our experts will then offer 
recommendations based on the areas 
of improvement discovered, ensuring 
you have a properly maintained and 
protected environment.
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SERVICES THAT BRING YOUR 
TECHNOLOGY TO LIFE
Contact your Softcat Account Manager today.

WORKS WELL WITH WHAT’S INCLUDED

PUBLIC CLOUD SECURITY HEALTH ASSESSMENT – AWS

 You want to make the most of your cloud environment. 

 You are concerned about potential security breaches. 

 You are looking for cost savings within your AWS environment. 

 You need a robust plan to make efficiencies within your AWS environment. 

 You are looking to expand your AWS footprint and want to ensure that the existing environment is built to best 
practice.

SUITABLE FOR YOU IF…

Thorough understanding – We take the time to 
understand your organisation to ensure we provide the 
best service.

Deep dive workshop – We examine your pain points 
and concerns, and provide recommendations for 
improvement.

Award-winning tools – Equipped with powerful tools, 
our experts evaluate key areas of your environment.

Detailed recommendations – With clear actions to 
improve your security stance and harness efficiencies.

Bespoke service – Aligning your business objectives with 
the assessment so you can regain control quickly.

Provides a quick, easy, and low-cost way to take your first 
steps into AWS. We help you choose the right solutions 
for your organisation with expert technical support, 
removing the complexities of your cloud journey. 

Public Cloud Automated Adoption 
Accelerator - (AWS AAA)

Public Cloud Migration Assessment - AWS
Assesses your AWS environment, providing high-level 
analysis and generating a detailed report with migration 
recommendations, estimated costs and a migration 
roadmap.

Cloud Platform Service 
Optimises and manages AWS and Microsoft Azure 
spending, providing you with upfront cost-efficiency, 
guidance on cloud and software spend and centralises 
procurement.
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